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Bubble breaker games

Bubble Blast 2 may look simple - it's full of bright colors and cute bubbles with eyes - but it's a surprisingly challenging and addictive game. Gameplay itself is simple. The goal of the game is to clear the board of bubbles using a certain number of taps. Every time a bell bursts, it gives bubbles in four directions. When
these bubbles hit other bubbles, they either pop those bubbles (which in turn release four more bubbles), or they turn those bubbles into the next color. The bubbles come in four color--red bubbles, which pop with one pop; green bubbles, which pop with two hits; yellow bubbles, which pop with three hits, and blue
bubbles, which pop after four hits. When a green bell is hit, it turns into a red bell; when a yellow bell is hit, it turns into a green bell; Etc. The first few levels - full of red and green bubbles - are pretty simple and leave you a feel for the game. But it gets much harder much faster. Many levels take a lot of strategizing, if you
only get two or three taps that make the board clear. The game has a whopping 6000 levels - 60 packs of 100 levels each - to get through, and they're all free. There is also an arcade mode. In this mode, you'll see a random board and get a certain number of taps to clear it. However, with each bell that pops, you get an
extra tap. Bubble Blast II is a simple but challenging game that you probably won't tire of anytime soon. It has a good mix of short, snappy levels and an absolutely ridiculous amount of free content. Note: If you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link
policy for more details. Gravicon is a new game for our Windows Phone 7.x and 8 devices that is a bubble burst style game with a new approach. You still need to match three or more of the same stylized bubbles, but with Gravicon, the bubbles act as bubbles. That's them hovering to the bottom of the screen, like a
bubble would, and if you rotate your Windows Phone around they shift and bounce around with the movements. Gravicon is an interesting game on a classic mobile game that definitely grows on you. The main menu for Gravicon has options to jump into the game, access the game's settings, share the game, leave the
game, and view the overscreen. Gravicon settings include sound/music on or off and turning social network sharing on and off. There are two game modes with Gravicon, Time Attack and Target Race. Time Attack is just a game where you try to score as many points as possible before the timer hits zero. The Token
Race has a star token at the top of the screen and one you have to crack bubbles to work the token around the screen to the finish (checkered bubble) so fast reach. Each arena is slightly different with obstacles to navigate around. An arena has a saw blade that grinds the bubbles, keeping them out of the game before
you collect the points. The game is the same game mode. You have a constant supply of bubbles with different colored symbols that slowly fill the screen. You need to tap a cluster of three or more of the same symbols to burst and remove for points. The bubbles in the cluster must be in contact with each other. The nice
twist on Gravicon is that you turn the phone around to shift the bubbles around. There are a few bonus bubbles that can help you and hurt you. You have one that blows just about every bell on the screen in smithereens and a Medusa bubble that freezes your bubbles so they won't burst. Gravicon has an online
leaderboard and although it is a very nice game, it lacks a feature that would help it tremendously. A help section. Gravicon is not a difficult game to pick up and much of the game can be devised by trial and error. In the least, a reference section explaining what each bonus bubble does or the purpose of each mode is
would help. Gravicon is a refreshing game on bubble burst. Animations are fun, game play challenging, and all in all, it's a nice addition to the Windows Phone gaming library. There is a free trial of Gravicon that is limited to the first four gaming arenas. The full version turns $1.49 and opens the entire selection of arenas.
Gravicon can be found here in the Windows Phone Store. SeventyFour/Getty Images Every child loves to play freeze dance, and every kid loves popping bubbles. This game combines the love of both for a great good time. For starters, all your partygoers have to gather in a central room. Now play some party music and
let them dance. Let a few adults blow bubbles in the dance room, and ask kids to pop as many bubbles as they can. When the music stops, children should stop dancing, stop popping bubbles and freeze in place. This will be especially challenging for the little ones who prefer to keep popping bubbles than freeze. Anyone
who doesn't freeze, however, is out of the game before the next round begins. But players who are out don't have to be sad because they get to help blow the bubbles in the crowd. Keep playing until only one player stays in the dance room. It may seem like a sport better played by astronauts. Or a bubble wrap joke that
went too far. But bubble football is a real sport with thousands of players around the world tying themselves up in big balls of plastic. They then go on to kick around a football, weightless punches into each other and gleefully fall down or bounce around. The sport was invented in 2011 in Norway by a few comedians as a
joke. But this 2014 video of a contest went viral and made people take it seriously. The thing about bubble football is that it's just stupid and ridiculously fun, says San Diego-based Jake Sibley, a co-founder of the American Bubble Soccer Association (USBSA). It brings Back to childhood, when they could run, play and
fall without getting injured. Bubble football immediately gives you that freedom - you grown men giggling like little girls. Bubble football matches usually have a total of four five minute quarters. Goals are scored by kicking the ball into the opponent's goal. The players are wrapped in personal protective bubbles that allow
them to shake, tackle and roll without getting injured. As you'd expect, the rules are pretty fluid, varying league by league. At a Sibley-led event in San Diego, you can't punch someone when the player is already on the ground. They're already ashamed. Don't rub it in, says Sibley. You should also obey the whistle and not
get too rough - a subjective rule, he admits. Meanwhile in the Chicago league, you can't punch a player from behind. A quarter of five minutes may seem very short, but this is an intense sport. You carry a 15 to 25 pound [6.8 to 11 kilogram] bubble, hitting the ground, hitting other players, getting up. It's very
cardiovascular, very tiring, says Randy Carlson, the other co-founder of the USBSA, which is based in Chicago. Not to mention, it gets hot in that plastic suit! I'm in San Diego where we serve U.S. Marines all the time, Sibley adds. Those guys last five minutes and they need a break. Does bubble football sound like
something you want to try? Here's how to get started: you need a location – the game can be played inside or on a football field. The bubble football company will have the bubbles, a ref, footballs and goals, and will teach people the basics of the game. A group even throws in a DJ, a great touch at a party or picnic. You
also join a bubble soccer league or start your own at the National Association of Bubble Soccer or the U.S. Bubble Soccer Association. DIYers can order a bubble football kit from Amazon, for $50 for a child-sized bubble up to $1,500 for a set of nine adult bubbles. They should also read about the rules on this website or
here. But the most important thing to remember is not to take this too seriously. The soul of bubble football is silliness and just having fun, says Sibley. This bubble blowing blaster can make 7-20 bubbles per second. Note that the bubbles do not float. But you pick them up and throw them around. For this project you
have: 1 Pizza Hut Bread-stick Sauce box, 1 bendy-straw (each color), adhesive tape (optional) sharpie (also optional), plastic cup,(not pictured) water and soap. (not pictured) Tool: 1. ScissorsInschor the scissors, cut a small hole (enough for the straw to fit) on the top of the box. Cut off the bottom of the box and trim off
the excess. Insert the straw into the hole struck in step 2.Draw a face with the sharpie on a piece of masking tape and stick it on the cup. Make the fuel for the bubble maker by mixing equal amounts of soap and water. I haven't tried real bubble If you get a chance to try, let me know if it works. Pour the bubble fuel into
the bottom and blow into the straw. You get a great bubble experience! Experience! Experience!
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